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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER David Thom 
UCSF 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Jun-2012 

 

THE STUDY There are not statistical methods.  
 
Regarding the other issues see below.  
General Comments  
The study design is difficult to classify as the authors are using 
qualitative data to address hypotheses re the association of blind 
trust with SES and prognosis, with the association between blind 
trust and age also being noted. Thus the results are reported 
semiquantitatively as blind trust being more common in lower SES 
participants, older participants, and participants with a worse or 
more uncertain prognosis but without actual numbers or significant 
testing. Also this approach violates some of the basic precepts of 
qualitative research studies in that the associations reported were 
specifically looked for in the data, rather than „emerging‟ from the 
coding process. I would like to see the authors address this issue, 
perhaps in the Limitations paragraph  
 
At several places in the paper the authors seem to be suggesting 
that patients‟ increased questioning of physicians leads to lower 
trust. It seems to me more likely that lower trust leads to increased 
questioning. Perhaps what the authors mean to say is that a there 
has been a cultural shift toward decreased trust and increased 
questioning?  
Key to the results reported is the identification of participants who 
reported questioning their physicians‟ advice (those without „blind 
trust‟) and those that questioned their physician‟s advice (those with 
blind trust‟). However, the authors do not address the way in which 
this assignment was made beyond a general description of the 
overall coding process. Give the goals of the study, it seems that 
classification of participants with respect to having or not having 
blind trust would have been an a priori goal, rather than one that 
emerged from coding.  
 
A statement in the methods to the effect that not questioning the 
physician was considered as evidence of blind trust, while 
questioning was considered evidence of not having blind trust (and 
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therefore a lower level of trust in the authors‟ model) would have 
been helpful. (This is currently in the introduction, but would be more 
appropriate, I think, in the methods section).  
 
Finally, while not directly related to the results reported, it seemed to 
me that the questions asked really addressed only the second step 
in the health behavior belief model (“has a positive expectation that 
by taking a recommended action, he/she will avoid a negative health 
condition (i.e. death or a cardiovascular incident)”). If this is so, the 
authors should say it.  
 
Specific Comments  
Abstract: The objectives state that the authors set out to investigate 
“the impact of varying prognosis and socioeconomic status (SES) on 
trust in physicians, and patient questioning of medical advice” but 
the results report the association between level of questioning and 
age and prognosis, but not SES. Why not SES?  
 
Introduction section, 1st paragraph: “Authors suggest…” is 
ambiguous to me – does this mean that the authors of the current 
paper say this?  
 
Introduction section, 1st paragraph: Also, “central to decreasing 
trust…” is vague. Do the authors mean that increasing availability of 
medical information and a movement for patients to reject aspects of 
western medicine leads to less trust in physicians? If so, this should 
be more clearly stated.  
 
Introduction section, 2nd paragraph: “However the argument that the 
lay populace are information seeking and consequently, evermore 
distrusting of physicians, assumes that there are no disparities in 
health literacy…” I don‟t understand why this argument assumes no 
disparities in health literacy. What the authors seem to be saying in 
this paragraph is that the loss of trust due to increased access in 
medical information may not occur, or at least may be weaker, for 
patients with low health literacy, though they do not offer evidence 
for that.  
 
An additional reference worth including is a study by Thorne et al 
which found that over time some patients with chronic disease will 
lose their unquestioning (“blind”) trust in their physician and 
reconstitute trust in a that is not blind (Thorne SE, Robinson CA. 
Guarded alliance: health care relationships in chronic illness. 
IMAGE: J Nurs Scholar 1989;21:153-7).  
 
Methods section, 2nd paragraph. “determine SES” should, more 
logically, be “estimate SES.”  
 
Results section 4th paragraph: The subheading „Age‟ seems 
inconsistent with lack of subheadings for SES in the primary 
prevention group and the lack of any sub-headings in the reported 
results for the primary prevention group.  
 
Results section 3rd paragraph: The authors write: “Primary CD 
prevention participants: Participants identified as higher SES were 
found to be more questioning than their lower SES counterparts. In 
contrast to lower SES participants, higher SES participants in 
primary prevention are questioning of medical advice, and less likely 
to blindly trust.”  
These two sentences are redundant.  
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Results: Given that the authors state that blind trust was more 
common in older participants and lower SES participants I would like 
to know the actual number of participants in the age (< 70 and 70+) 
and SES (lower and higher) subgroups for the primary and 
secondary prevention groups, as well as the number of participants 
in each subgroup considered to have or not have blind trust. This 
could be done either in the text or in a simple 2 X 2 table (see 
below), for descriptive purposes (not for statistical testing of course).  
 
High SES  
Low SES Age <70 Age >70  
x/y x/y  
x/y x/y  
Where x=number of participants with blind trust in the subgroup; 
y=total number in the subgroup  
 
References: Several references are incomplete (8, 12, 21, 22 and 
30). 

REPORTING & ETHICS As a qualitative research study, it does not use the COREQ 
reporting checklist referenced below.  
 
Tong A, Sainsbury P, Craig J. Consolidated criteria for reporting 
qualitative research (COREQ): a 32-item checklist for interviews and 
focus groups. Int J Qual Health Care. 2007;19(6):349-57 

 

REVIEWER Liyang Tang  
Department of Economics, School of Economics and Management, 
Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China. 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Aug-2012 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an article of outstanding merit and interest in its field. The 
authors of this paper have done an excellent research. I'm very 
interested in conclusion of this paper, and I suggest this paper can 
be accepted without revision! I declare that I have no competing 
interests. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 2:  

 

R1. As a qualitative research study, it does not use the COREQ reporting checklist referenced below.  

Tong A, Sainsbury P, Craig J. Consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ): a 32-

item checklist for interviews and focus groups. Int J Qual Health Care. 2007;19(6):349-57  

 

Response: We have added more detail to the methods section that demonstrates our reflection of the 

32 items.  

 

 

R2. The study design is difficult to classify as the authors are using qualitative data to address 

hypotheses re the association of blind trust with SES and prognosis, with the association between 

blind trust and age also being noted. Thus the results are reported semiquantitatively as blind trust 

being more common in lower SES participants, older participants, and participants with a worse or 

more uncertain prognosis but without actual numbers or significant testing. Also this approach violates 

some of the basic precepts of qualitative research studies in that the associations reported were 
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specifically looked for in the data, rather than „emerging‟ from the coding process. I would like to see 

the authors address this issue, perhaps in the Limitations paragraph.  

 

Response: The following paragraph has been added to the Methods section of the paper to clarify our 

methodological approach:  

“A deductivist philosophy was used to guide our methodology, in that we were interested in further 

exploring the utility of social theory on trust, but not testing in a quantitative or statistical manner. In 

this way, we developed an interview schedule from sociological theory on trust, in conjunction with the 

HBM, in order to assess its relevance within our data. This approach may be seen as „deductive‟, 

although we were highly cognisant of not trying to „force‟ our data to fit the conceptual model. In order 

to implement this strategy, our initial stage of analysis involved open coding which meant describing 

the words, events or phrases of participants, whether or not they fitted into our conceptual framework. 

Open coding is an iterative process that involved highlighting or pulling out words or sections of text 

that appeared significant to the participants within the interviews. The next stage of analysis involved 

categorising the data in order to make links between the codes and make sense of the key themes. 

To increase analytical rigor, the emerging themes were discussed and debated by the research team 

to arrive at consensus. After the development of themes, the final stage involved making links 

between the themes and the conceptual framework. This stage helped us to understand „where‟ and 

„how‟ the theory explained patient trust. One example of this surrounds our interpretation of a theme 

on „lack of questioning‟. A lack of questioning of medical advice from physicians (the theme) was 

considered as evidence of blind trust (from the conceptual framework), while questioning was 

considered evidence of not blindly trusting.”  

 

We do not feel that it is a limitation of our study, although our lack of clarity in the original manuscript 

may have made it look so. We have adopted an approach used in most qualitative research whereby 

a theoretical framework was derived, data were initially analysed independently of the theory, and 

then at the last stage of analysis, the theoretical framework was used to interpret the data.  

 

R3. At several places in the paper the authors seem to be suggesting that patients‟ increased 

questioning of physicians leads to lower trust. It seems to me more likely that lower trust leads to 

increased questioning. Perhaps what the authors mean to say is that a there has been a cultural shift 

toward decreased trust and increased questioning?  

 

Response: Amended  

 

 

R4. Key to the results reported is the identification of participants who reported questioning their 

physicians‟ advice (those without „blind trust‟) and those that questioned their physician‟s advice 

(those with blind trust‟). However, the authors do not address the way in which this assignment was 

made beyond a general description of the overall coding process. Give the goals of the study, it 

seems that classification of participants with respect to having or not having blind trust would have 

been an a priori goal, rather than one that emerged from coding.  

 

Response: We understand why the reviewer makes this assumption given the lack of clarity in our 

writing. Therefore, we have amended the text to highlight the following (as above):  

 

“A deductivist philosophy was used to guide our methodology, in that we were interested in further 

exploring the utility of social theory on trust, but not testing in a quantitative or statistical manner. In 

this way, we developed an interview schedule from sociological theory on trust,34 35 in conjunction 

with the HBM, in order to assess its relevance within our data. This approach may be seen as 

„deductive‟, although we were highly cognisant of not trying to „force‟ our data to fit the conceptual 

model. In order to implement this strategy, our initial stage of analysis involved open coding36 which 
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meant describing the words, events or phrases of participants, whether or not they fitted into our 

conceptual framework. Open coding is an iterative process that involved highlighting or pulling out 

words or sections of text that appeared significant to the participants within the interviews. The next 

stage of analysis involved categorising the data in order to make links between the codes and make 

sense of the key themes. To increase analytical rigor, the emerging themes were discussed and 

debated by the research team to arrive at consensus. After the development of themes, the final 

stage involved making links between the themes and the conceptual framework. This stage helped us 

to understand „where‟ and „how‟ the theory explained patient trust. One example of this surrounds our 

interpretation of a theme on „lack of questioning‟. A lack of questioning of medical advice from 

physicians (the theme) was considered as evidence of blind trust (from the conceptual framework), 

while questioning was considered evidence of not blindly trusting.”  

 

Whilst we developed an a priori theoretical framework from literature on the sociology of trust, our 

analytical approach did not „force‟ data into categories (like the Framework Approach) – our first stage 

of coding was open coding, which allowed the emergence of new concepts which may or may not 

have fallen into our theoretical framework. In this way, we followed the process of „empathic neutrality‟ 

whereby we were highly cognisant of not trying to make the theory „work‟.  

 

R5. A statement in the methods to the effect that not questioning the physician was considered as 

evidence of blind trust, while questioning was considered evidence of not having blind trust (and 

therefore a lower level of trust in the authors‟ model) would have been helpful. (This is currently in the 

introduction, but would be more appropriate, I think, in the methods section).  

 

Response: We have included a statement in the methods to this effect.  

 

 

R6. Finally, while not directly related to the results reported, it seemed to me that the questions asked 

really addressed only the second step in the health behavior belief model (“has a positive expectation 

that by taking a recommended action, he/she will avoid a negative health condition (i.e. death or a 

cardiovascular incident)”). If this is so, the authors should say it.  

 

Response: We agree and have added detail to reflect specifically how the model was used.  

 

 

R7. Abstract: The objectives state that the authors set out to investigate “the impact of varying 

prognosis and socioeconomic status (SES) on trust in physicians, and patient questioning of medical 

advice” but the results report the association between level of questioning and age and prognosis, but 

not SES. Why not SES?  

 

Response: We have added the following sentence to the abstract: “Higher SES participants are more 

likely to question medical advice than lower SES participants.”  

 

 

R8. Introduction section, 1st paragraph: “Authors suggest…” is ambiguous to me – does this mean 

that the authors of the current paper say this?  

 

Response: We have changed the word „authors‟ to „literature‟.  

 

 

R9. Introduction section, 1st paragraph: Also, “central to decreasing trust…” is vague. Do the authors 

mean that increasing availability of medical information and a movement for patients to reject aspects 

of western medicine leads to less trust in physicians? If so, this should be more clearly stated.  
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Response: We have reworded this sentence to add clarity.  

 

 

R10. Introduction section, 2nd paragraph: “However the argument that the lay populace are 

information seeking and consequently, evermore distrusting of physicians, assumes that there are no 

disparities in health literacy…” I don‟t understand why this argument assumes no disparities in health 

literacy. What the authors seem to be saying in this paragraph is that the loss of trust due to 

increased access in medical information may not occur, or at least may be weaker, for patients with 

low health literacy, though they do not offer evidence for that.  

 

Response: We have amended this. Our argument is rather, that despite evidence to the contrary, trust 

in medical advice remains strong in a proportion of the population who do not have the will or capacity 

to question medical advice.  

 

 

R11. An additional reference worth including is a study by Thorne et al which found that over time 

some patients with chronic disease will lose their unquestioning (“blind”) trust in their physician and 

reconstitute trust in a that is not blind (Thorne SE, Robinson CA. Guarded alliance: health care 

relationships in chronic illness. IMAGE: J Nurs Scholar 1989;21:153-7).  

 

Response: We have included this reference in our literature review.  

 

 

R12. Methods section, 2nd paragraph. “determine SES” should, more logically, be “estimate SES.”  

 

Response: Amended  

 

 

R13. Results section 4th paragraph: The subheading „Age‟ seems inconsistent with lack of 

subheadings for SES in the primary prevention group and the lack of any sub-headings in the 

reported results for the primary prevention group.  

 

Response: We agree and have removed the subheading.  

 

 

R14. Results section 3rd paragraph: The authors write: “Primary CD prevention participants: 

Participants identified as higher SES were found to be more questioning than their lower SES 

counterparts. In contrast to lower SES participants, higher SES participants in primary prevention are 

questioning of medical advice, and less likely to blindly trust.” These two sentences are redundant.  

 

Response: Amended. The first sentence has been removed.  

 

 

R15. Results: Given that the authors state that blind trust was more common in older participants and 

lower SES participants I would like to know the actual number of participants in the age (< 70 and 

70+) and SES (lower and higher) subgroups for the primary and secondary prevention groups, as well 

as the number of participants in each subgroup considered to have or not have blind trust. This could 

be done either in the text or in a simple 2 X 2 table (see below), for descriptive purposes (not for 

statistical testing of course).  

 

High SES  
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Low SES Age <70 Age >70  

x/y x/y  

x/y x/y  

Where x=number of participants with blind trust in the subgroup; y=total number in the subgroup  

 

Response: We have added a table to this effect in the results section.  

 

 

R16. References: Several references are incomplete (8, 12, 21, 22 and 30).  

 

Response: Amended 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER David Thom, MD, PhD  
Professor  
Department of Family and Community Medicine  
University of California, San Francisco  
United States of America  
 
I have no conflicts of interest. 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Aug-2012 

 

- The reviewer completed the checklist but made no further comments. 
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